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Absolute photoionization cross sections for Kr5+ were measured in the photon energy range 74– 175 eV
using synchrotron radiation. For comparison, a detailed energy scan of the electron-impact ionization cross
section was made in the same energy range and normalized to previously published absolute measurements.
The Flexible Atomic Code and Cowan atomic structure code were used to calculate energy levels, excitation
energies, and oscillator strengths for 3d → np, 3d → nf, and 4s → np autoionizing transitions from the ground
and metastable states. Within the experimental uncertainty, oscillator strengths determined from the photoionization measurements are in agreement with both calculations. Excitation-autoionization and resonant
excitation-double-autoionization features are evident in the electron-impact ionization cross section.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.74.012703

PACS number共s兲: 32.80.Fb, 34.80.Dp, 32.80.Dz, 32.70.Cs

I. INTRODUCTION

Electron-impact ionization and photoionization of ions are
important atomic processes in laboratory and astrophysical
plasmas such as those encountered in controlled thermonuclear fusion research. An important element in those experiments is krypton, which is introduced as a diagnostic
impurity for the central core, as a source of electrons for
studies of the edge plasma, and as a radiation “coolant” for
diverters 关1–5兴. Highly ionized krypton ions are dominant in
the core plasma, whereas ions in moderate to low charge
states are abundant in the edge plasma. As a result, theoretical and experimental data on electron-impact and photonimpact excitation and ionization of the krypton atom and its
ions are needed for the modeling of such plasmas.
Electron-impact excitation and ionization of the neutral
krypton atom and its ions have been studied extensively over
the last few decades, both experimentally and theoretically.
On the experimental side, the electron-impact ionization
cross section for the neutral krypton atom has been measured
by several groups 关6–8兴. Ionization cross sections were measured by Tinschert et al. for Kr+, Kr2+, and Kr3+ 关9兴 and by
Bannister et al. for Kr4+, Kr5+, Kr7+, 关10兴 and Kr8+ 关11兴.
Oualim et al. 关12兴 reported ionization cross-section measurements for Kr10+ and Kr11+, and measurements for Kr12+
through Kr18+ have been reported recently by Khouilid et al.
关13兴. On the theoretical side, Gorczyca et al. 关14兴 carried out
configuration-average distorted-wave calculations for the
electron-impact ionization of Kr4+, Kr5+, Kr6+, and Kr7+,
while also studying term-dependence and resonanceexcitation effects within the distorted-wave and close1050-2947/2006/74共1兲/012703共9兲

coupling approximations for Kr6+ and Kr7+. Mitnik et al.
关15兴 carried out fully relativistic distorted-wave calculation
for the ionization of Kr6+. Ionization cross sections for Kr10+
and Kr11+ were calculated by Teng et al. 关16兴 using the
configuration-average distorted-wave method. Chen and
Reed 关17兴 carried out fully relativistic distorted-wave calculations for the ionization of Kr24+ and Kr25+, including contributions from both resonant excitation and excitationautoionization. Badnell and Pindzola 关18兴 performed level to
level distorted-wave calculations for the ionization of Kr30+,
Kr31+, and Kr32+, also including contributions from both
resonant excitation and excitation-autoionization. Recently,
Loch et al. 关19兴 reported a complete study of the electronimpact single ionization of the krypton atom and its ions,
calculating configuration-average distored-wave cross sections and rate coefficients for all ionization stages.
Partial or relative photoionization cross-section measurements on neutral krypton have been reported 关20,21兴, but
neither experimental measurements nor theoretical calculations of absolute photoionization cross sections have been
reported for Kr ions. Published electron-impact ionization
measurements do not give detailed information on the energy
dependence of the cross sections. This paper reports absolute
photoionization cross-section measurements for Kr5+ in the
energy range 74– 175 eV and the detailed energy dependence of the cross section for electron-impact ionization of
Kr5+ in the same energy range.
II. EXPERIMENT

Measurements of photoionization of Kr5+ ions were performed using the ion-photon-merged-beams end station lo-
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cated at undulator beamline 10.0.1 of the Advanced Light
Source 共ALS兲. Since details of the experimental setup and
measurement technique have been reported 关22兴, only a brief
description is presented here. 84Kr5+ ions were produced by a
compact 10-GHz permanent-magnet electron cyclotron resonance 共ECR兲 ion source and accelerated to an energy of
30 keV. After mass and charge-state selection by a dipole
analyzing magnet, the Kr5+ ions were collimated and focused
by an einzel lens. A series of steering plates positioned and
directed the ion beam to a spherical electrostatic deflector
which merged it with a photon beam generated by an undulator and monochromatized by a grazing-incidence sphericalgrating monochromator. The photoion yield was measured as
the photon energy was stepped over the range 74– 175 eV.
Two-dimensional spatial profiles of the merged ion and photon beams were measured by three translating-slit scanners
within the interaction region 共length= 29.4 cm兲. A potential
of +2 kV was applied to the interaction region to energylabel Kr6+ product ions produced therein. A dipole analyzing
magnet separated the product ions from the primary Kr5+
beam, which was collected in an extended Faraday cup. A
spherical electrostatic deflector directed product Kr6+ ions
onto a stainless-steel plate biased at −550 V, from which
secondary electrons were accelerated to a multichannel-plate
single-particle detector and counted. Absolute measurements
of photoionization cross sections were performed at a number of discrete photon energies. These measurements were
used to place the photoion-yield spectrum onto an absolute
cross-section scale. The total absolute uncertainty of the
photoionization cross-section measurements in this experiment is estimated to be ±23%.
The electron-impact ionization measurement for Kr5+ was
performed using an electron-ion crossed-beams apparatus at
the Multicharged Ion Research Facility at the University of
Nevada, Reno. This apparatus has been described in detail
previously 关23,24兴. 84Kr5+ ions were produced in a 14.4GHz ECR ion source and accelerated to an energy of
50 keV. After mass and charge-state selection by a dipole
analyzing magnet, the Kr5+ ions were focused, directed and
collimated by einzel lenses, steering plates, and a set of adjustable four-jaw slits. The ion beam was charge-purified by
a 90° parallel-plate analyzer and then crossed at right angles
by an electron beam generated by an electron gun designed
and constructed at Justus-Liebig University 共Giessen, Germany兲 关25兴. The Kr6+ product ions were separated from the
parent Kr5+ ion beam by a 90° dipole analyzing magnet.
After passing through a 90° electrostatic cylindrical deflector, the product ions were counted by a single-particle detector. The primary Kr5+ ion beam was collected by an extended
Faraday cup mounted inside the magnet chamber. The electron gun can be moved mechanically, allowing adjustment of
the electron beam position to optimize the spatial overlap of
the electron and ion beams when the relative cross sections
were measured by scanning the electron beam energy. Additionally, this permits a separate measurement of the Kr6+
background at a position where there is no overlap of the two
beams. The relative cross-section spectrum was obtained by
subtracting the uncrossed-beams spectrum from the crossedbeams spectrum. Measurement of the energy dependence of
the cross section was made using energy steps as small as

73 meV at optimum beam overlap. The high-statisticalprecision spectrum was obtained by scanning over the same
electron beam energy range from several tens to hundreds of
sweeps, depending on the count rates and signal-tobackground ratio.

III. ATOMIC STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS

Theoretical calculations were performed using the Flexible Atomic Code 共FAC兲 关26兴 and Cowan 关27兴 Hartree-Fock
atomic structure code to identify the resonance structures in
the measured Kr5+ photoionization cross section and to interpret fine details in the electron-impact ionization cross section. Configuration-interaction effects are taken into account
by the Cowan code calculation, which is based on L-S coupling. The FAC code is fully relativistic based on the Dirac
equation, and the fine structure of core-excited autoionizing
states that are omitted in L-S coupling calculations are
treated naturally 关28兴. The accuracy of calculated resonance
energies depends on the size of the basis set. However, even
when large basis sets were selected, differences between predicted and measured resonance energy positions were found
to be of the order of 1 eV.
In the calculation of 4s → np excitations, 4s24p was selected as the initial configuration and 4s4pnp 共6 ⬍ n ⬍ 12兲 as
the final configuration. For 3d → np and 3d → nf core electron excitations, 3d104s24p was chosen as the initial configuration, and 3d94s24pnp 共4 艋 n 艋 9兲, 3d94s24pnf 共4 艋 n 艋 20兲
as the final configurations, respectively. For 4s4p2
→ 4s4pnd 共n ⬎ 5兲 and 4s4p2 → 4p2np 共n ⬎ 5兲 transitions, the
initial configuration 4s4p2 and the final configuration 4s4pnd
and 4p2np were selected, respectively. To determine the contributions of these states to ionization, the decay rates for
these final states were also calculated. The Auger rates were
found to be larger than the radiative rates by factors of 100 to
1000. Therefore, absorption oscillator strengths may be easily derived from the measured photoionization resonance
strengths.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Photoionization of Kr5+
1. 4s \ np excitatation-autoionizaton

Figure 1 shows the absolute photoionization cross section
of Kr5+ as a function of photon energy in the range of
74– 87.2 eV measured at an energy resolution of 100 meV.
The cross section is dominated by resonance structures. The
nonresonant direct photoionization cross section is very
small in this energy range, consistent with a maximum value
of 0.08 Mb estimated using the Cowan code. The electronic
configuration of Kr5+ is 4s24p with the ground state 2 P01/2
and the metastable state 2 P03/2. The ionization potentials
tabulated in the National Institute of Standard and Technology 共NIST兲 atomic spectra database 关29兴 for these two states
are 78.49 and 77.49 eV, respectively. Resonance structure
above the metastable-state threshold is attributed to 4s → np
transitions. It is difficult to assign the individual resonances
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FIG. 1. Absolute photoionization cross section of Kr5+ measured with a photon energy resolution of 100 meV, showing 4s
→ np transitions. The vertical bars indicate the ionization thresholds
for the 2 P03/2 metastable state and the 2 P01/2 ground state.

because there are many transitions in each energy band and
the different transition bands overlap.
There are some weak resonances in the energy range between 75 and 76.5 eV, below the threshold of the 4s24p
2 o
P 3/2 metastable state. They could be due to excitationautoionization from a metastable state of the configuration
4s4p2 4 P, whose average excitation energy is 13.8 eV above
the ground state. The ionization threshold of this state, from
which dipole-allowed transitions 4p → nd and 4s → np may
lead to autoionization, is 64.69 eV. The calculation indicates
that the cross section for 4p → nd transitions from the 4 P
metastable state is about 1000 times smaller than that of 4s
→ np transitions, whereas the cross section for 4s → np transitions from this state is comparable to that for 4s → np transitions from the ground state. In their Kr5+ electron-impact
ionization measurement, Bannister et al. 关10兴 estimated that
the fraction in this state was only about 16% of the ion beam
produced by the ECR source. Although this metastable fraction was not measured in the present photoionization experiment, energy-scan measurements of electron-impact ionization of Kr5+ using an ECR ion source show no evidence of a
metastable contribution below 76.5 eV 共see Sec. IV B.兲 Furthermore, the calculation predicts excitations of comparable
strength in the energy range 74.0 to 77.5 eV, but there is no
evidence of such resonance features in the photoionization
measurements. This leads to the conclusion that the fraction
of the ion beam in the 4s4p2 metastable configuration is
negligibly small in both the photoionization and electronimpact ionization measurements reported here. Consequently, the small resonance structures that are observed below 77.49 eV are not due to the excitation of 4s4p2 ions in
the primary beam.
A previous Xe3+ photoionization measurement 关30兴 using
the same apparatus and photon beamline indicated the presence of higher-order radiation from the undulator and grating. In that case, significant contamination of the spectrum

FIG. 2. Corrected near-threshold photoionization cross-section
measurement for Kr5+ 共top panel兲 shows resonances due to 4s
→ np excitation-autoionization. The vertical bars indicate the ionization thresholds for the 2 P03/2 metastable state and the 2 P01/2
ground state. The middle panel shows a measurement made at twice
the photon energy, which was scaled to subtract second-order contributions from the raw measurement 共bottom panel兲. Note the large
difference in cross-section scales in these two energy ranges.

was produced by features having a large cross section at
twice the nominal photon energy. In the present study, features in the range of twice the energy of the 4s → np spectrum due to 3d → np 共n ⬎ 5兲 and 3d → nf 共n ⬎ 4兲 transitions
also have large cross sections, as will be shown later. This
second-order contribution was removed from the spectrum of
4s → np transitions by shifting the 3d → np and 3d → nf
spectrum into the energy range of this spectrum and subtracting the second-order features point by point. The corrected
spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. The vertical lines at 77.49 and
78.49 eV in Fig. 2 mark the ionization thresholds of the
2 0
P 3/2 metastable state and 2 P01/2 ground state, respectively.
The corrected cross section below 77.49 eV is zero and is
nonzero above this energy. The experimental ionization
threshold of the 2 P03/2 metastable state is in agreement with
the NIST data. Since the direct nonresonant cross section is
very small and there are some resonance structures close to
78.49 eV, the ionization threshold of the 2 P01/2 ground state
is not evident from these measurements.
2. 3d \ 4p excitation-autoionization

Figure 3 shows the absolute photoionization cross section
of Kr5+ as a function of photon energy in the range
87.2– 95.1 eV. The photon energy resolution in this measurement was 50 meV. Again, the cross section is dominated by
resonance structures. The features in this energy region are
attributed to 3d → 4p transitions. It is difficult to assign the
individual resonances because this transition band partly
overlaps with the 4s → np transition band and the fraction of
the ion beam in the metastable state is undetermined.
The integrated oscillator strength f for 4s → np and 3d
→ 4p transitions was obtained using the equation 关31兴
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FIG. 3. Absolute photoionization cross section for the 3d → 4p
transition in Kr5+ measured with an energy resolution of 50 meV.
The large open circles with error bars show absolute cross-section
measurements made at the same energy resolution, with their estimated uncertainties.

f = 共9.11 ⫻ 10−3兲

冕

E2

共E兲dE,

E1

where f is dimensionless, 共E兲 is the cross section in Mb, E
is the photon energy in eV, and E1 and E2 are the energy
limits of the range for which the oscillator strength is to be
calculated. The energy interval for the integration is
77.5 to 95.1 eV and the result is presented in the Table I. The
calculated oscillator strengths for those transitions using the
FAC and Cowan codes, and those for the corresponding transition energy band are also tabulated. For all comparisons
between calculations and experiment, a statistical admixture
within the ground-state configuration of the 2 P01/2共1 / 3兲 and
2 0
P 3/2共2 / 3兲 states was assumed to represent the distribution
of initial states in the ion beam. For 4s → np transitions, the
oscillator strengths were calculated up to n = 11.
The difference between the total oscillator strengths obtained from the two theoretical calculations for 4s → np and
3d → 4p transitions is about 11%. The differences between

FIG. 4. Comparison of absolute cross-section measurements for
photoionization of Kr5+ with the theoretical spectra, shifted by
+0.90 eV for Cowan code result and by +1.67 eV for FAC code
result.

these theoretical calculations and the experimental measurement are 23% for the Cowan code and 39% for FAC code.
The latter difference exceeds the experimental uncertainty
for these transitions. Note that the calculated oscillator
strengths for 4s → 7p transitions are smaller than that for
4s → 8p transitions in both cases. This is because not all of
the 4s → 7p transitions lie above the ionization threshold.
To compare the calculation for 3d → 4p transitions with
experiment, the theoretical spectrum was convoluted with a
Gaussian profile accounting for the instrumental function
关50 meV full width at half maximum 共FWHM兲兴, keeping the
total calculated oscillator strength the same before and after
the convolution. The results are presented in Fig. 4. The theoretical spectrum is brought into reasonable agreement with
the experimental spectrum by shifting the theoretical spectrum by +0.90 eV for the Cowan code result and by
+1.67 eV for the FAC code result.
3. 3d \ np, nf excitation-autoionization

Figure 5 shows the absolute photoionization cross section
for Kr5+ in the photon energy range 131.8– 175 eV. The pho-

TABLE I. Sum of the oscillator strengths for 4s → np and 3d → 4p transitions determined from experiment compared to calculated oscillator strengths for those transitions for 7 艋 n 艋 11.

Transition
3d → 4p
4s → 7p
4s → 8p
4s → 9p
4s → 10p
4s → 11p
Sum

Oscillator
Strengths
共Experiment兲

Oscillator
Strengths
共FAC兲

Oscillator
Strengths
共Cowan兲

Energy
Band 共eV兲
共FAC兲

Energy
Band 共eV兲
共Cowan兲

0.4592
0.0038
0.0085
0.0054
0.0036
0.0026
0.4831

85.6–95.0
74.3–83.8
78.6–88.0
81.4–90.7
83.2–92.5
84.5–93.8

87.1–95.4
75.4–83.8
79.8–88.0
82.5–90.7
84.4–92.5
85.7–93.8

0.391

0.5206
0.0036
0.0082
0.0052
0.0035
0.0025
0.5436
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the absolute cross-section measurements of Bannister et al.
关10兴 Also shown in Fig. 6 are predictions of the singleparameter Lotz formula 关32兴 for direct single ionization of
Kr5+,

共E兲 = 4.5 ⫻ 10−14兺
j

FIG. 5. Photoionization cross section in the energy range of
3d → np 共n ⬎ 4兲 and 3d → nf 共n ⬎ 3兲 transitions in Kr5+ measured
with an energy resolution of 100 meV. The large open circles with
error bars represent the absolute cross-section measurements and
their uncertainties.

ton energy resolution was 100 meV for this measurement.
The features in this energy region are attributed to 3d → np
共n 艌 5兲 and 3d → nf 共n 艌 4兲 transitions. It is hard to assign
the individual transitions because there are numerous overlapping transition bands, some of which are identified in Fig.
5.
The oscillator strengths and the corresponding energy
bands for 3d → np 共4 艋 n 艋 9兲 and 3d → nf 共4 艋 n 艋 20兲 transitions were calculated using FAC and Cowan codes. The
results are presented in Table II along with experimental oscillator strengths and corresponding energy intervals for the
integrations. The difference between the total oscillator
strengths calculated using the two codes for 3d → 5p and
3d → 4f transitions is about 6%. The difference between the
experimental measurement and theoretical calculations for
the same transitions is about 17% for the FAC code and 22%
for the Cowan code. The same comparison for the 3d → 7p
and 3d → 6f transitions gives 7%, 24%, and 29%. Experiment and theory agree within a few percent for the transitions 3d → 6p and 3d → 5f.
The total experimental oscillator strength for 3d → np,
nf共n 艌 4兲 transitions is 3.30 and the calculated oscillator
strengths for the same transitions are 2.8507 for FAC code
and 2.6252 for Cowan code. Considering the absolute experimental uncertainty of ±23% and the fact that small parts
of the oscillator strengths of the various series are not included, the level of agreement with the theoretical calculations is considered satisfactory.
B. Electron-impact ionization of Kr5+

Electron-impact ionization cross sections of Kr5+ are presented in Fig. 6. The electron-energy resolution is approximately 1 eV. The relative yield of Kr6+ product ions was
measured in a fine energy-scanning mode and normalized to

rj
ln共E/I j兲,
I jE

where the cross section  at a collision energy E 共in eV兲 is
given in cm2, r j is the number of electrons in subshell j, and
I j is the ionization energy 共in eV兲 for electrons in that subshell. The Lotz formula is both convenient to use and generally gives a reliable prediction for direct ionization. However, it does not include contributions from excitationautoionization processes. The theoretical direct and total
ionization cross sections calculated by Gorczyca et al. 关14兴
using configuration-average distorted-wave approximation
are also shown in the same figure. The total ionization cross
sections were obtained by summing the direct ionization and
the excitation-autoionization cross section. The atomic structure of Kr5+ is characterized by an Ar core with a 3d104s24p
outer-shell configuration. The calculated configurationaverage ionization potentials for these subshells 关14兴 are presented in Table III.
The theoretical direct ionization cross section below
100 eV is in good agreement with the prediction of the Lotz
formula, but is a little smaller above this energy. The calculated total ionization cross section and the experimental measurement show the same general behavior throughout the
entire energy range. However, the excitation-autoionization
cross sections are underestimated by the theoretical calculation below 118 eV. This may be attributed partly to the neglect in the calculation of 4s → nl excitations, as well as contributions from resonant processes, which are evident in the
measurement.
1. 4s \ nl and 3d \ 4p excitation-autoionization

Figure 7共a兲 shows the electron-impact ionization cross
section as function of electron energy for Kr5+ in the lowenergy region. For comparison, the photoionization measurement in the same energy range is presented in Fig. 7共b兲. The
observed electron-impact ionization threshold near 76.5 eV
indicates that the parent Kr5+ ion beam contained ions in the
3d104s24p 2 P03/2 metastable state. Cross section rises more
steeply than the Lotz formula prediction from the ionization
threshold up to about 94 eV. This suggests a series of
excitation-autoionization onsets. Excitation-autoionizations
due to 3d → 4p and 4s → nl 共n ⬎ 6兲 are likely responsible for
most of the enhancement of the cross section over direct
ionization. It is noted that 3d → 4p and 4s → np 共n ⬎ 6兲 transitions are apparent in the photoionization cross section in
this photon energy range 共Figs. 3 and 4兲. However, apparent
enhancement of the electron-impact ionization cross section
due to 4s → nl transitions just above the ionization threshold
is significant, whereas the corresponding 4s → np photoionization cross section is relatively small. A possible explanation is that electric-dipole forbidden transitions that contribute to electron-impact ionization are forbidden in
photoionization.
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TABLE II. Experimental and calculated oscillator strengths and the corresponding energy intervals for 3d → np and 3d → nf
transitions.

Transition
3d → 4p
3d → 5p
3d → 4f
Sum
3d → 6p
3d → 5f
Sum
3d → 7p
3d → 6f
Sum
3d → 8p
3d → 7f
Sum
3d → 9p
3d → 8f
Sum
3d → 9f
3d → 10f
3d → 11f
3d → 12f
3d → 13f
3d → 14f
3d → 15f
3d → 16f
3d → 17f
3d → 18f
3d → 19f
3d → 20f
3d → np,nf
共n 艌 4兲

Oscillator
Strengths
共Experiment兲

Oscillator
Strengths
共FAC兲

Oscillator
Strengths
共Cowan兲

Energy
Band 共eV兲
共FAC兲

Energy
Band 共eV兲
共Cowan兲

Energy
Range 共eV兲
共Experiment兲

0.391a

0.5206
0.0928
0.7463
0.8391
0.0338
0.4723
0.5061
0.0166
0.2885
0.3051
0.0095
0.1849
0.1944
0.0060
0.1245
0.1305
0.0876
0.0638
0.0395
0.0368
0.0289
0.0232
0.0188
0.0155
0.0129
0.0108
0.0092
0.0079
2.8507

0.4592
0.0753
0.7108
0.7908
0.0292
0.4403
0.4722
0.0147
0.2660
0.2828
0.0085
0.1695
0.1780
0.0054
0.1137
0.1191
0.0798
0.0581
0.0436
0.0335
0.0263
0.0210
0.0171
0.0140
0.0117
0.0098
0.0083
0.0072
2.6252

85.6–95.0
128.0–135.6
134.1–140.1

87.1–95.4
129.7–136.4
135.7–141.2

87.2–95.1

143.6–149.3
146.0–151.2

145.7–150.8
148.1–152.8

151.3–156.5
152.6–157.5

153.5–158.2
154.7–159.2

155.8–160.7
156.5–161.4

159.9–162.5
158.7–163.1

158.5–163.4
159.0–163.8

160.7–165.2
161.2–165.6

160.7–165.5
161.9–166.7
162.8–167.6
163.5–168.3
164.0–168.8
164.5–169.2
164.8–169.6
165.1–169.8
165.3–170.1
165.5–170.3
165.6–170.4
165.8–170.5
85.6–170.5

162.9–167.3
164.1–168.5
165.0–169.4
165.7–170.1
166.2–170.6
166.7–171.0
167.0–171.4
167.3–171.6
167.5–171.9
167.7–172.1
167.8–172.2
168.0–172.4
87.1–172.4

1.01

0.502

0.399

3.30

131.8–144.1

147.0–155.0

156.0–159.5

87.2–173.9

a

The calculated values in Table I indicate that the oscillator strengths for 4s → np transitions in this energy range are approximately two
orders of magnitude smaller than that for 3d → 4p transitions.

A comparison of the electron-impact ionization and
photoionization cross sections suggests that the change in
slope of the former at 91 eV is due to the onset of 3d → 4p
excitation-autoionization.
A feature in the electron-impact cross section near
81.5 eV is below the 3d → 4p excitation threshold and likely
due to the resonant excitation-double-autoionization 共REDA兲
process 关33兴 involving the 3d94s24p2nl intermediate autoionizing state of Kr4+ that decays by sequential ejection of two
electrons.
2. 3d \ nl excitation-autoionization

Figure 8共a兲 presents the electron-impact ionization cross
section for Kr5+ in the energy range 95.5– 173.3 eV. For
comparison, the photoionization measurement in the same

energy range is also shown in Fig. 8共b兲. The configurationaverage excitation and ionization energies of 3d → nl transitions 关14兴 are also marked by the short vertical lines in Fig.
8共a兲 and tabulated in Table III. There is some correspondence
between the predicted energies and the measured steps.
The 3d → np 共n 艌 5兲 and 3d → nf 共n 艌 4兲 transitions that
contribute significantly to the photoionization cross section
are not so evident in the electron-impact spectrum. Conversely, the electric-dipole forbidden 3d → 4d and 3d → 5d
transitions appear to be responsible for the largest features in
the electron-impact ionization cross section starting at about
116 eV up to about 131 eV for 3d → 4d transitions, and at
about 142 eV up to about 149 eV for 3d → 5d transitions.
This is consistent with the theoretical prediction by Gorczyca
et al. 关14兴 that the 3d → 4d transition contributes a large
cross section for electron-impact ionization. The measure-
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FIG. 6. Energy-scan measurement of the cross section for
electron-impact ionization of Kr5+ 共filled circles兲 normalized to the
absolute measurement of Bannister et al. 关10兴 共open circles兲. The
experimental energy resolution is approximately 1 eV. The solid
curve is the Lotz formula prediction for the direct ionization cross
section. The dot-dashed and dotted curves are direct and total ionization cross sections calculated by Gorczyca et al. 关14兴,
respectively.

ment additionally suggests that 3d → 5d and 3d → 6d transitions also contribute significantly to the electron-impact ionization cross section.
A distinct resonance at 120.5 eV is evident in the
electron-impact spectrum. This energy is below the excitation threshold for 3d → 5p transitions and is most likely due
to the REDA process, as discussed above. But one 3d innershell electron is excited to the 5p orbital instead of the 4p
orbital in this case. Several additional resonance features are
evident in the electron-impact ionization cross section between 95.5 eV and the 3d → 4d excitation threshold. Again,
they are attributed to REDA processes involving 3d → 4d

FIG. 7. Comparison of electron-impact ionization cross-section
measurements for Kr5+ 共a兲 with photoionization cross-section measurements 共b兲 in the energy range 73.8 to 95.5 eV. The photoionization cross section in the energy region from 74 to 87.2 eV has
been multiplied by a factor of 20. In 共a兲, the curve is the theoretical
ionization cross-section calculation from Ref. 关14兴.

resonant excitation. Finally, a small step in the electronimpact ionization cross section beginning near 170 eV is
close to the predicted ionization threshold of the 3d subshell.
In the energy region between 170 eV and the double ionization threshold of Kr5+ at 186 eV, 3d ionization leads only to
single ionization and likely accounts for the observed step.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Absolute cross sections were measured for photoionization of Kr5+ in the photon energy range 74 eV– 175 eV at

TABLE III. Configuration-average ionization and excitation energies for Kr5+ 关14兴
Subshell
4p
4s
3d
Transition
3d → 4p
3d → 4d
3d → 4f
3d → 5p
3d → 5d
3d → 5f
3d → 6p
3d → 6d
3d → 6f

Ionization potential 共eV兲
77.76
93.55
171.34
Excitation energy 共eV兲
90.05
117.53
138.35
132.55
141.95
150.43
148.03
152.55
156.94

FIG. 8. Comparison of electron-impact ionization cross-section
measurement for Kr5+ 共a兲 with the photoionization cross section
measurement, 共b兲 in the energy range 95.5 to 173.3 eV. In 共a兲, the
curve is the theoretical ionization cross section from Ref. 关14兴.
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spectral resolutions of 50 meV and 100 meV. The detailed
energy dependence of the cross section for electron-impact
ionization was also measured in the corresponding range of
electron energies.
The FAC and Cowan Hartree-Fock atomic structure codes
were used to calculate energy levels, excitation energies, and
oscillator strengths for autoionizing transitions from the
ground state 共3d104s24p 2 P01/2兲 and metastable state
共3d104s24p 2 P03/2兲 of Kr5+. The measurements and calculations show that the direct nonresonant photoionization cross
section is negligible compared to the resonant contributions
to the cross section due to excitation-autoionization processes. The absolute photoionization cross section in the
photon energy region 74– 87 eV is dominated by excitation
of a 4s electron into np 共n ⬎ 6兲 orbitals. In the photon energy
range of 87– 175 eV, the cross section is dominated by excitation of a 3d inner-shell electron into np and nf 共n 艌 4兲
orbitals. The calculations are brought into reasonable agreement with the measurement for 3d → 4p excitationautoionization by shifting the theoretical spectrum by
+0.90 eV for the Cowan code result and by +1.67 eV for the
FAC code result. The measured oscillator strengths are in
general agreement with both theoretical calculations within
the ±23% experimental uncertainty.
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